
WE NEED  
TO BE COUNTED

The 2020 Census count is used to give our 
community our fair share of billions of dollars in 
federal aid for services like schools. A full 
census count means appropriate class sizes, 
expanded school programs and better facilities. 
The 2020 Census will also determine how many 
elected officials our community receives. A 
census undercount means our community won’t 
have enough representatives to fight for us and 
we won’t receive the money  and services our 
communities need.

It’s just a few simple questions, like age, race*  
and sex — NOT citizenship. You share more  
information just ordering something online, and 
your information is protected.

Remember, if you are of African descent,

Check Black! and you can still identify as 
Haitian, Jamaican, Panamanian, Nigerian, or 
any other ethnicity or nationality.

Get Census Ready!

WE NEED
Better  
Schools
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#CountOurBlock
#CheckBlack
#GetCensusReady
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The 2020 Census count is used to give our 
community our fair share of billions of dollars 
in federal aid for services like hospitals. A full 
census count means better health facilities, 
shorter waits and healthier children. The 
2020 Census will also determine how many 
elected officials our community receives. A 
census undercount means our community 
won’t have enough representatives to fight 
for us and we won’t receive the money  and 
services our communities need.

It’s just a few simple questions, like age, 
race*  and sex — NOT citizenship. You 
share more  information just ordering 
something online, and your information is 
protected.

Remember, if you are of African descent,

Check Black! and you can still identify as 
Haitian, Jamaican, Panamanian, Nigerian, or 
any other ethnicity or nationality.

WE NEED 
Improved 
Healthcare

WE NEED  
TO BE COUNTED
Get Census Ready!
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The 2020 Census count is used to give our 
community its fair share of billions of dollars in 
federal aid for services like public spaces and 
roads. A  full census count means more lights, 
better playgrounds and safer parks. The 2020 
Census will also determine how many elected 
officials our community receives.  A census 
undercount means our community won’t have 
enough representatives to fight for us and  we 
won’t receive the money and services our  
communities need.

It’s just a few simple questions, like age, race*  
and sex — NOT citizenship. You share more  
information just ordering something online, and 
your information is protected.

Remember, if you are of African descent,

Check Black! and you can still identify as 
Haitian, Jamaican, Panamanian, Nigerian, or 
any other ethnicity or nationality.

WE NEED
Improved 
Public  
Spaces

WE NEED  
TO BE COUNTED
Get Census Ready!
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